MONSTER MASH

By Jonathan Hammond

Based on "Alice In Wounderland"
INT. STUDIO

The Mad Hatter host a TV show called MONSTER MASH, with Alice as Co-Host. The Mad Hatter and Alice sit across from each other like an interview. ALICE has lost her mind and keeps interrupting. The Mad Hatter is VERY forgetful.

CLOSE UP: MONSTER ENERGY

PULL BACK TO REVEAL:

MAD HATTER
(Surprised)
Oh, hello. My name is THE MAD HATTER. But you can just call me "THE HATTER".

CUT TO:

ALICE
Hi, I’m ALICE.

MAD HATTER
Hi, hello, how are you doing?

ALICE
Hi!

MAD HATTER
(to camera)
Oh, Hello! My name is the--

ALICE
Hi!

MAD HATTER
Oh, yes. This is MONSTER MASH, the weekly B-movie show devoted entirely to... B-movies. By the way... I just love B-movies, they are so... B-movie-ish... Ish as FISH! or, or, WISH! or... DISH!!!

ALICE
Hi! H---i!!! He-he-he! Hi!

MAD HATTER
I am proud to present the 1st of this week’s 3 movies... DRACULA!

FADE TO:
DRACULA
SUPER: 1897
INT. CASTLE

DRACULA
I am... DRRR-AC-U-LA!!!

PRISCILLA (DRACULA’S WIFE)
DRRAKY-POO!

DRACULA
No DRRR-AKY-POO! Just DRRR-AC-U-LA.

PRISCILLA
Are you ready for our trrrrip to Trans-ly-vania?

DRACULA
No Trannns-ly-van-nia, I’m not going no-where!

PRISCILLA
But our trrr-ip!

DRACULA
No trrrrip!!! I’m staying put!!!

FADE OUT.

INT. STUDIO

MAD HATTER
Oh, well that was short... I guess that’s why they call it a short...

ALICE
Hi!

MAD HATTER
Well, I think it’s time for another movie! This is a splendid little movie called... Oh yes! MONSTER MASH!!!

CUT TO:
MONSTER MASH

BLACK WITH MUSIC (MONSTER MASH) PLAYING.

FADE IN:

Crazy creatures are dancing.

This Scene provides a lot room for creativity, as characters lip-sync to the song.

FADE OUT.

INT. STUDIO

MAD HATTER

(laughing uncontrollably)
He he tee he he!!!

ALICE

Hi!

MAD HATTER

Say, I was in a movie once! It was at a tea party... ALICE lost her mind and--

ALICE

Hi!

MAD HATTER

--can only say--

ALICE

Hi!

MAD HATTER

Yeah...

CUT TO:

TEA PARTY

INT. PARTY ROOM

CLOSE UP: MAD HATTER

MAD HATTER

You’re late for tea.

ALICE walks in, and sits next to the MAD HATTER.

(CONTINUED)
MAD HATTER
Why is a raven like a writing desk?

ALICE
Why is a what?!

MAD HATTER
Hi!

ALICE
(to her self)
Why is a raven like a writing desk?

DRACULA
Because it is black!!!

ALICE
who are you?

DRACULA
I am DRRR-AC-U-LA!

A VAMPIRE walks up.

FEMALE VAMPIRE
Are you ALICE?

ALICE
(hesitantly)
Yes... and you?

FEMALE VAMPIRE
ALICE, cute name...

(to herself) What blood type?

ALICE
Your name?

Just then: a stuffed Bunnie jumps onto the table, then more and more stuffed creatures hop onto the table and start singing: THE BLOB THEME. After the animals stop:

WEREWOLF
(howling)
Are you ALICE?

ALICE
Why yes, and you are?

WEREWOLF
Have you ever danced with the devil by the pale moon night?

(CONTINUED)
ALICE
No! What is your name?!

WEREWOLF
Oh, yes... TWYLA, you know, like Twilight... only different.

A SHADOW plays along the wall.

MAD HATTER
Oh, won’t you have a seat?

THE SHADOW sits on the shadow of a chair.

The MAD HATTER stands, walks to the wall, and places his head against THE SHADOW.

MAD HATTER
(amused)
Oh... Really! He he he!

ALICE
What did IT say?

MAD HATTER
Say? Unfortunately I can’t actually repeat anything IT said... He he he! You know, seeing as IT didn’t say anything... Ha ha he he!!!

A GHOST appears in the middle of the room, and starts singing the LLAMA song. The GHOST continues looping the song over and over, until:

MAD HATTER
We’ve quite got the point already!

The GHOST vanishes. As this happens, TOMATOES start rolling out of nowhere, as the ATTACK OF THE KILLER TOMATOES THEME starts to play. People start to panic.

MAD HATTER
Oh dear! Oh my word! What shall we ever do?!

One by one, the characters are hit in the head by the TOMATOES.

PUMPKIN
Oh, dear! Oh, dear! Oh, heat! Yes Heat! TOMATO soup!!!

The MAD HATTER pulls a BIG box of MATCHES from his HAT, then strikes one. He waves the lit match at one of the TOMATOES,
they LAUGH!

At this point ALICE is in HYSTERICS!

ALICE lets out a single little shriek.

ALICE

Hi!

At the word HI, the TOMATOES fly high into the air, and VANISH.

MAD HATTER
Well that was easy!

ALICE

Hi!

FADE OUT.

INT. STUDIO

MAD HATTER
So that is how our dear little ALICE developed her socially undesirable speech pattern...

ALICE

Hi!

MAD HATTER
Well that’s it for this week’s edition of MONSTER MASH!!!

CREDITS: (THE BLOB THEME)